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Abstract Introduction 

Most neutral hemlines contain an iron-core ion-
tending magnet that requires shielding between the end 
of the neutralixer and this magnet. This shielding 
allows the gas pressure to drop prior to the besn 
entering the magnet and therefore reduces beam tc?«cs 
in this drift region. We have f«und that the beam 
losses ran be reduced even further by eliminating the 
iron-core magnet and the magnetic shielding altogether. 
The required bending field can be supplied by current 
coils without the iron poles. In addition, placement 
of the baffles and apertures can affect the cold gas 
entering the plasma region and the losses in the 
neutral beam due to re-ionization. In our study we 
varied the placement of the baffles, which determine 
the amount of pumping in each chamber, and the aper
tures, which determine the beam loss. Our results 
indicate that a baffle/aperture configuration can be 
set for either minimum cold gas into the plasma region 
or minimum beam losses, but not both. 

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. 
Department of Energy by the Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory under contract No. W-7405-ENG-48. 

We require the 13 beamlines on the tandem Mirror 
Fusion Teat Facility (MFTF-B) ar Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory (LLML) to provide 30 MU of neutral 
deuterium power for 0.5 s and 7.6 HU for 30 s. These 
bcamlines, shown in Fig. 1, provide fueling, pumping 
of specific particles, and heating of the plasma. The 
bcamlines on MFTF-B contain the usual components: an 
ion source, a neutreliter that uses excess gas to neu
tralise ions, a bending magnet to separate the ions 
from the neutrals, an ion dump, both baffles .ind aper
tures to provide differential pumping, cryopi ->s for 
fast pumping, and a tank to contain these ite. . 

Our original beamline design used a conve: 'onal 
iron-core transmission sweep magnet with its rtquired 
magnetic shielding between the end of the neutraliser 
and this magner. with the iron-core-type aagMt, the 
large mass of iron distorts the local field. Ma letic 
shielding is required between the end ot the »hicld*d 
neutralizer and the entrance to this magnet to provide 
a low field drift space. Tnis eliminates premature 
separation of ions and neutrals prior to the beam 
entering the sweep magnet. Furthermore, the shielding 
limits the effectiveness of pumping in the first 
chamber due to a reduced conductance from the beam o 
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Fig. 1. Overview of MFTF-B highlighting the locations of beamlines. 
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«fc» *«•*•. twta *» cnfil' l*»* **a« Seas •'* »«• flew 
te. I** ami*, vestel fo» • fc»s»r'r.e desirn using a ccn-
irMlitNl ico*-rw* H | M t and 'ts magnetic shielding 
with tktt e( • mrswlin* v»i*g a »imt>l»r current coil 
witk«ut an irMttor* •«< magnetic •*ii»l<t»<tp. 

IK tni* stu*> w» alio drlermin'd that both cold 
Its to the M)r> vtiltl and h t m loaies can he reduced 
by tliminating t hi is iron-core magnet and itc magnetic 
shielding a.>d replacing t'xem with a simple-current 
coil-bending magnet. Furthermore, by proper partition-
ink of **>« amount* of pumping (i.e., plseement of the 
baffles) in each of tvo or three chambers and by 
correct positioning of the apertures, we can minimise 
che amount *>i cold gas exiting the beamliie or minimize 
the beat, losses, but not both. We used a ripple three-
chamber case and the KFTF-B configuration to demon
strate Che variation of cold gas into the main vessel 
and beam losses. 

Comparison of geamlines With and Without the Iion-Core 
Magnet 

Figure 2 illustrates the MFTF-B beanline config
uration with an iron-core magnet plus magnetic shield
ing between the end of the neutralizer and magnet. We 
designed the magnet to match that used on the Tokanuik 
Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR). Our field plots of the 
fringe field of the TFTR magnet indicated that the 
field extended out about 38 cm from the center of the 
magnet. In our analysis ve assume.} that no magnetic 
field existed from the end of the neutralizer to this 
point: therefore, there would be no beam loss. 

Once a neutral particle enters the ion-bending 
magnet field, a loss of its electron will cause the 
particle to be lost to the plasma. He calculated the 
gas conductance through the magnetic shielding to be 
one-half that of the same-size aperture. We assumed 
that the pressure in the magnet gap to be the average 
of the entrance and the exit pressure. Once past the 
magnet, the neutral particles travel through the length 

of chawher J and then en to chamber 3 (labeled i.;> and 
tj, respective!*, en Fig. 11, where the p r m t r f i i 
nuch lower. 

The major re-ioniraticn loss occur* while the 
particles travel within the bending magnet. *•>.*• path 
length in this magnet is l.u «I(38)/sin 45° • 100 cm. 
Ve kept this constant for the analysis of this con
figuration. 

In contrast, Fig. 3 shows the MFTF-B configuration 
without the iron-core ion-bending magnet and its mag
netic shielding. Beam losses will occur as soon as a 
particle exits the shielded neutralizer. The distance 
the unshielded particle travela in the beamline is 
farther in the Fig. 3 configuration than tht Fig, 2 
case. This is due to the length of the msgnetic 
shielding; however, average pressure will now he much 
lower. We calculated the pressure in each chamber by 
the simultaneous solution of the following system of 
equations: 

€, «><=, vDk V <n 

Sk 

Pk 

Tk 

T„ 

pumping speed available in kch chamber; 

pressure in kth chamber; 

temperature of gas in kth chamber; 

reference temperature; 

Source, neutralizer, 
and shielding 

Baffles 

Fig. 2. Beamline with iron-core magnet and magnetic shielding. Insert shows idealized configuration. Circled 
numbers refer to the chambers. 
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Fig. 3. Beaaline without iron-core uagtiet and magnetic shielding. In>ert shows idealized configuration. 
Circled numbers refer to chambers. 

Qsk 

<tok 

QRk 

nusiber of chambers; 

conductance from ^tb to kth chambers; 

gas toad in kth chamber due to streaming 
from the neutralizer {aBSutoed cosine 
distribution); 

gas load in kth chamber due to gas reflux 
from dumps and apertures; 

gas load in kth chamber due to neutral 
beam re-ionization. 

<v* [ft)' (2) 

where 

gas-equivalent throughput of the neutral 
beam; 

re-ioni2ation constant [K(80 VeV) 
= 1.449 x 10^ K/Torr-cra]; 

beam path length in kth chamber; 

fraction of the neutral beam lost in Vtb 
chamber. 

Initially our analysis divided the vessel into only 
three chambers (Figs. 2 and 3) to determine first-order 
estimates on the placement of baffles and apertures* 

Figure 4 shows the results of moving the baffles 
to partition the cryopumps and, therefore, the fraction 
of pumping in each chamber. For the first case (L n) we 
introduce gas into the shielded region, and in the 
second case into chamber 1. The total amount of avail
able pumping (beamline length) is the saovr in each case 
as well as the temperature, amount, and distribution of 
injected gas. 

Tue gas in chambers 2 and 3 is caused by the gas 
reflux from the ion dumps. We can see that for the 
optimal case of partitioning, the pressure in chamber 3 
(and therefore the amount of gas flowing into the main 
vacuum vessel) is lower for the case without the iron-
core magnet and magnetic shielding. Specifically» we 
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Fig. 4. Pressure measurements in the third chamber, 
contrasting beamlines with and without an iron-core 
magnet and shielding vs fraction of pumping in the 
second chamber. Note that f3 - 1 - fj - f?. 

reached the minimum gas flow with a pumping ratio of 
0.3/0.1/0.6. 

Our results demonstrate that the magnetic shielding 
restricts gas flow to the pumps in chamber J. The 
pressure at the entrance of the bending magnet is high, 
and the length through the magnet is long. As ex
pected t most of the beam loss occurs in the magnet due 
to this average high pressure. 

Figure 5 shows the effect of moving the apertures 
to change the length of particle travel in each pres
sure region. In all the cases without the iron-core 
magnet, there is less beam loas than with this magnet 
and its magnetic shielding. In addition, the minimum 
beam loss occurs at a pumping ratio of 0.5/0.3/0.2. 
This ratio allows about twice as much gas flow to the 
main vacuum vessel aa the pumping ratio that would be 
chosen to minimize gas flow. 

In the next section we show that the inability to 
minimize the beam loss and the gas flow simultan
eously is manifested regardless of the number of 
chambers. 

Analysis of MFTF-B Configuration 

We improved the analysis of gas flow into the main 
vacuum vessel and beam losses by separating the bean-
line into multiple chambers. Each chamber exhibited 
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Fig. 5. Comparison of beam loss vi length traveled in 
second chamber. For clarity, data has been grouped by 
region. 

the appropriate gas load, available pumping, and com
munication with other chambers as described by F.q. (1). 
the number of these chambers varied between 10 and 20. 
We analyzed several arrangements of the internal com
ponents prior to the final selection of the MFTF-B 
configuration. Each 0.5-s besmline on MFTF-B has two 
sources with the basic configuration shown on Fig. 6. 

Aperture Ion dump 

Plan view 
Fig. 6. Baseline configuration for MFTF-B beamlines. 

By solving Eq. (l) for each case we were able to 
determine the dependence of gas flow and re-ionization 
loss on the position of the baffles and apertures. 
Figure 7a-b depicts the gas flow and re-ionization loss 
as a function of baffle position; the first or second 
baffle and the aperture are held in fixed positions, as 
determined by prior analysis. Figure 8 shows the gas 
flow and re-ionization loss as a function of aperture 
position with both baffles in fixed position. We also 
generated tables for all possible positions of the 
baffles and the apertures. 

However, as maniferted in Figs. 7 and 8, a simul
taneous minimum of the gas flow and the reionization 
loss cannot be attained. Therefore, the MFTF-B final 
design must be a compromise based on the need to 
minimise gas flow rather than re-ionization or vice 
versa. We concluded that the optimal situation 
reached by such a compromise would place baffles 95 
and 170 cm from the end of the neutralizer, respec
tively, (fj * 0.3ft, f2 • 0.37, f3 * 0.29) and position 
the first aperture at 60 cm from the neutralizer end. 

Conclusion 

A simpler sweep or coil-bending magnet can provide 
lower cold gas flow into the maia vessel as veil as re
duced beam losses. The consequent elimination of the 
iron-core magnet and magnetic shielding should reduce 
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Fig. 7. Re-ionization beam loss and gas leak to MFTF-B 
fa) versus distance from neut ra l ize r end to second baf
f le and (b) versus distance from neut ra l izer end to 
f i r s t baf f le . The term Bj refers to the distance 
from the neut ra l izer to the f i r s t baf f le . The term B2 
refers to the distance from the neu t ra l ize r to the 
second baf f le . 
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Fig- 8. Re-ionization bean loss and gas flov to MFTF-B 
vs distance from the neutralizer end to the rasgnet 
aperture. 

the overall cose of the beamline. In addition, ve 
found that by optimizing the baffle/aperture placement, 
it is possible Co either minimize the gas flov into the 
main vessel or to minimize the beam loss, but not both 
with the same configuration. For HFTF-B the important 
parameter vaa the amount, of gas flow into the main 
ves.el. Therefore, we chose a configuration that mini
mized the flow. 
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